Side pressure is achieved when the length of the rod is held almost parallel to the
water and a smooth, even pressure is applied with the rod directed toward a river
bank. Regardless if the fish is up- or downstream, it is going to try and veer
toward either bank. As we begin our battle with the fish, we are going to work
with it, applying side pressure towards the bank it wishes to swim. Work with the
strength of the river instead of against it. Trout will regularly change position and
the bank they are swimming for as they fight. We must move with them, switching the direction in which we apply side pressure. Depending on where the trout is
positioned in the river (upstream of the angler, across the river from the angler or
downstream of the angler) by simply pivoting your body and rod like the arms of a
clock, you will be able to apply maximum side pressure that will begin to guide the
fish to you and will save you from a stumbling run up and down the river bank.

As the fish tires, it will try to reduce the stinging pressure of the hook embedded
in its lip. In order to do this, trout will begin to swim or drift in the direction of the
steady, unrelenting pressure of our flexed rod and slowly clicking reel. The tiring
trout should be able to be walked like a dog into a position slightly upstream of the
angler as we dip our rod tip low to the water, slowly drawing the fish upstream and
guiding it with even pressure toward the bank. Once the fish is positioned
		 upstream, raise the rod tip to lift the head of the trout while
simultaneously allowing it to drift toward our waiting net.

So, the next time you hook up with a big fish, get a tight grip
on your rod and drop the tip low. Let the river work with
you and bow to the fish as it jumps and lashes. While it is
likely to be longer than an 8 second ride, the result of
applying a steady side pressure as you fight big fish is
going to be more fish in your net every trip to the
river!

Do you know someone that would
like to be included in the Fly of
the Month Club?
Email Matt Blake at
matt.blake@wamboltwealth.com
for an introduction.
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armer weather is quickly approaching. With that brings a summer of fly
fishing that will offer new adventures and monster fish! I am sure you
have already noticed the sharp new look of this month’s brochure. This is the first
of many changes for the Fly of the Month Club at Wambolt & Associates. In the
coming months, we will offer various ways for you to get involved with fly fishing
trips, seminars and events in the Rocky Mountain region. As we help you build out
your arsenal of flies we hope to also get you out on the river and get your line wet
and tight.
This month, we also find ourselves in the middle of tax season. If we can be of
any assistance please don’t hesitate to contact us. We work alongside one of the top
CPA firms in the region. Here is something for you to consider…does your
‘financial team’ (CPA, Attorney and Advisor) work and communicate together for
your benefit? If not I encourage you to contact us and learn more about our
Multi-Advisor approach and how we can help address all of your financial concerns (Financial Planning, Investment Management, Proactive Tax Planning, Off
Shore Trust & Banking, Insurance Design, Estate Planning & Legal Counsel).
Contact us to learn more about the ‘Wambolt experience’!
- Matt Blake, Senior Wealth Management Advisor

13976 W. Bowles Avenue, Suite 200 • 720.962.6700
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ishing with a Copper
John can be most accurately compared to fishing with dynamite. This heavy
metal pattern is a quick sinker,
wrapped in lead and copper wire
and is capped with a brass bead.
While it does not attempt to
match any particular invertebrate
species, it can be effectively fished
to imitate mayfly nymphs or a
juvenile stonefly when fished in
larger sizes. This pattern falls among the ranks of Attractors, playing the role of
Mrs. Robinson to Dustin Hoffman’s Graduate, and is one of the most effective
flies in seducing a strike from even the most reluctant fish. The purple wire of this
month’s fly is among the most visible to the trout at depth and distance, and is a
proven pattern for penetrating the murky waters of Spring run-off.

The Geometry of Fighting and Landing Big Fish: Part 2
Peter Stitcher - Ascent Fly Fishing
Tying into a big trout can be like jumping out of the gates on the back of a rodeo
bull. White knuckles wrap around the cork of our rod and we hold on for dear life
as the battle commences. Sown into every fiber of the trout’s body and reinforced
over thousands of generations, is an indomitable will to fight. In response to the
fly firmly set in its lip and the steady pressure seeking to pull it from the water, the
trout will throw every bit of cunning and ounce of strength against us. Explosive
dives into fast current, aerial acrobatics and a magnetic-like draw to the bottom of
the river have been the undoing of many a 5x tippet, which leave the trout with a
new piece of lip jewelry and a frustrated angler screaming at the sky. Learning to
apply side pressure will enable you to control and regularly land a big fish instead
of being taken for a ride.
Fighting big fish is a battle with time, as well as to see who will break first - the
will and stamina of the fish or the angler’s tippet. True to the rodeo analogy, trout
fight the angler with explosive spurts of energy, leaps from the water and quick
head shakes that can exceed the breaking strain of leader and tippet, letting the
fish go free. Even without the line-tangling refuge of a fallen tree or boulder in

“In order to land big fish,
we need to adapt to their
tricks and learn to turn
the power of the river
against them.”

which to wrap the anglers line, the
shear force and flow of the river is one
of the greatest assets of the trout
seeking to escape. By positioning its
body against the flow of the current,
a large trout essentially becomes an
aquatic parachute, harnessing and
focusing the force of the river against
the angler. If left to its devices, the
large trout will break you off more
times than not. In order to land big
fish, we need to adapt to their tricks
and learn to turn the power of the river against them.

It is with smooth, persistent and reactive pressure on the fish, and a varying rod
angle, that the angler is going to be able to control and consistently land big fish.
We do this by reducing the angle of the rod in relation to the fish to less than 45° in
order to utilize the rod to its full potential (See ‘The Geometry of Fighting & Landing
Big Fish: Part I’ from last month’s issue). The angle of our rod is going to constantly
change as we battle with the trout. When the fish shakes its head or leaps from the
water, show respect and bow your rod to the water. By quickly reducing the angle of
the rod and lowering the tip to the water, we reduce the pressure on our line and instead let the explosive exertion sap the strength of the
trout instead of our light
tippet. Trout are often off balance after rigorous
jumps and head shakes,
giving the angler the chance to apply side pressure
and retrieve line.

continued on
back...

